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Spin doctors
New rotating cylinders to counter low-speed rolling
Just when the laws of physics looked
exhausted in the quest for stabilisation,
someone comes up with a new idea.
Dutch company RotorSwing Marine is
developing a cure for low-speed roll
using rotating cylinders.
HOW DO THEY WORK?
Located below the waterline and
protruding at 90° to the hull when in
use, these long thin rotors develop
lift when they spin to counteract the
rolling motion of a beam sea.
The lift is produced by what is known
as the Magnus effect (see 30 second
briefing, right). If the rotors spin one
way, they produce positive lift but spin
them the other way and they develop
negative lift. This means that in a
heavy beam sea one cylinder can be
pushing the port side down while the
other can be lifting the starboard
side up for maximum dampening effect
of the waves.

FITTED TO A LINSSEN
Though still under development with
patent pending, a prototype system
known as the RotorSwing 140 has been
fitted to a Linssen 430GS. The rotors
for this 43ft steel displacement cruiser
are fairly small, just 1m long x 140mm in
diameter, but RotorSwing claims that
they develop the same lift as a pair of
1.1 square metre fin stabilisers.
Although they can only be used at
speeds of up to 14 knots (any faster and
the drag becomes excessive), when not
in use the rotors can be folded back in
line with the hull to reduce drag. This
means they could prove well suited to

The rotors are powered by fast-acting
and relatively compact electric motors

planing craft, which are dynamically
stable at speed but susceptible to roll in
displacement mode.
The company even made one
prototype with rotors that retracted
into recesses in the hull. However, the
complexity of the system was deemed
too costly and vulnerable to failure for
the relatively small extra reduction in
drag it created.

MY TAKE: If its effectiveness is proven, with

no hydraulic hoses, a relatively compact
motor, and flexible positioning, RotorSwing
will have tremendous appeal to the retrofit market

Dave Marsh

The rotors can be located pretty
much anywhere along the hull and
because they are powered by electric
motors there’s no need for highpressure hydraulic hoses.
ANY GOOD FOR ANCHORING?
The big drawback of the current system
is that the rotors only produce lift when
there is water flowing past them. The
Magnus effect will not work when the
boat is at anchor, unlike zero-speed fins
or gyroscopes.
The amount of lift also depends on
the speed of the cylinder rotation, so in
a really heavy swell each cylinder needs
to be able to spin up quickly, stop and
then spin in the opposite direction

BOAT MASTER NEWTECH
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ROTOR VERSUS FIN
The European distributor for
RotorSwing, Dynamic Marine Systems
(DMS), claims that from 3-6 knots
RotorSwing outperforms fin
stabilisers. Video footage on its
website shows the system deliberately
rocking the heavy Linssen from
side to side to demonstrate the power
of the cylinders.
The rotors are fed by 230V electrics
consuming on average 1,000W per
The rotors are relatively
small compared to fins
and align with the hull
when not in use

rotor for rapid response. An inertia
sensor monitors the roll and controls
the rotors. DMS claims that by using
the latest microprocessors the system
can proactively read the sea conditions
and dampen the roll before a wave
hits the vessel. This is done by
recording the strength and duration
of the wave pattern and predicting the
necessary speed and timing for the
rotors’ reactions to compensate for
the next wave.
Sleipner’s fin-stabilising systems and
Seakeeper’s gyroscopic systems also
claim proactive control.
The Linssen 430GS is the first boat to
have this stabilising system fitted

Parked

FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS
DMS is also developing a zero-speed
system for boats at anchor that will
provide stabilisation for 15-25m
craft over a maximum roll period of
three seconds. The company has not
yet revealed how it intends to achieve
this but claims the finished system will
be even more effective than any
existing zero-speed fin system. Details
of this new zero-speed system will be
released this summer with a full
product launch for both systems at
METS in October.
Contact www.rotorswing.nl

Slow speed
High pressure

● The Magnus effect is named
after its discoverer Gustav Magnus
who chanced across it in 1852
while researching ballistic tests on
cannon balls.
● He found that a cannon ball
spinning about a horizontal axis
to the direction of flight could
either fly noticeably higher
or lower depending on which
direction it spun.
● A cannon ball with backspin
would fly higher, while a cannon
ball with topspin would fly lower.
● As the ball spins a boundary
layer of air clings to the surface
which is then flung into the
opposing air stream at the rear
of the ball creating deceleration
of the air stream and an increase
in pressure at the top or bottom
of the ball.
● In the case of backspin this
increase in pressure at the
bottom and decrease in pressure
at the top causes lift. With
topspin this is reversed causing
downward thrust.
● The faster the ball spins, the
greater the angle at which the
boundary air is flung into the
opposite air stream increasing
the degree of lift or downward
thrust generated.
● Tennis players take advantage
of this by putting huge amounts
of topspin on their heavily hit
drives to ensure the ball drops in
front of the baseline.
● The Magnus effect is even
more pronounced in water.
● In the case of RotorSwing
Marine’s new stabilising system,
the long thin cylindrical shape
of the RotorSwing is designed to
maximise lift while minimising
drag, especially when the cylinders
are in the parked position.
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